Blue reflectance in tarantulas is evolutionarily conserved despite nanostructural diversity
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Slight shifts in arrangement within biological photonic nanostructures can produce large color differences, and sexual selection often leads to high color diversity in clades with structural colors. We use phylogenetic reconstruction, electron microscopy, spectrophotometry, and optical modeling to show an opposing pattern of nanostructural diversification accompanied by unusual conservation of blue color in tarantulas (Araneae: Theraphosidae). In contrast to other clades, blue coloration in phylogenetically distant tarantulas peaks within a narrow 20-nm region around 450 nm. Both quasi-ordered and multilayer nanostructures found in different tarantulas produce this blue color. Thus, even within monophyletic lineages, tarantulas have evolved strikingly similar blue coloration through divergent mechanisms. The poor color perception and lack of conspicuous display during courtship of tarantulas argue that these colors are not sexually selected. Therefore, our data contrast with sexual selection that typically produces a diverse array of colors with a single structural mechanism by showing that natural selection on structural color in tarantulas resulted in convergence on similar color through diverse structural mechanisms.

INTRODUCTION

Colors of living organisms are produced by selective absorption of certain wavelengths of light by pigments, by light scattering from nanostructures, or by the interaction of these two mechanisms (1, 2). Nanostructures produce color through various physical mechanisms including diffraction, coherent scattering, and interference (3). These colors, and the nanostructures that produce them, evolve mostly through complex interactions between sexual and natural selection for visual function.

Sexual selection is typically predicted to increase color and pattern diversity between closely related populations (4, 5). In turn, high color diversity caused by sexual isolation through mating preferences may increase speciation rates (6) [but see the study by Irestedt et al. (7)]. Natural selection, on the other hand, often homogenizes color and pattern in species where they share common function in similar habitats. For example, aposematic species benefit from Müllerian mimicry, whereas cryptic species often show similar background color matching or outline disruption (8). Moreover, color can also perform nonsignaling functions such as thermoregulation (9). Iridescent colors may even evolve as a by-product of structures functioning in abrasion resistance (10), mechanical strengthening (11), and locomotion (12). Thus, distinguishing between the effects of sexual selection and natural selection and how they affect colors and color patterns in natural populations can be challenging. Therefore, studying color in a group of animals with limited visual capacities provides a unique opportunity to investigate how color evolves through natural selection without the confounding influence of sexual selection.

Tarantulas (Araneae: Theraphosidae) are one of the most basal groups of spiders and are contained within the Mygalomorphae, which diversified from most other spiders almost 300 million years ago (Ma) (13). Theraphosidae now consists of 112 genera (version 15.0, July 2014, N. I. Platnick, http://research.amnh.org/iz/spiders/catalog_15.0/). Tarantulas are largely nocturnal ambush predators that reside in retreats or burrows (14) and primarily navigate by chemotactile senses (15). Although tarantulas have eight eyes, like most other spiders, their visual ability is highly limited because they only have a single type of photopigment and have low acuity (16). Despite their poor vision, many tarantula species show vibrant blue coloration (Fig. 1 and fig. S1). Although previous work revealed that these colors are structural in origin and likely produced via multilayer interference effects (17, 18), the evolutionary diversification of both the nanostructures and the colors they produced has not been addressed. By using an integrative approach, combining reflectance spectroscopy, electron microscopy, and theoretical modeling, we examine the evolution of coloration in the absence of intraspecific visual color signaling using tarantulas as a model system.

RESULTS

Blue coloration is common in tarantulas whereas green coloration is rare

We surveyed the colors of tarantulas from 53 genera, covering 7 of 10 subfamilies of Theraphosidae and mapped color onto a phylogenetic supertree (fig. S2). At least one species in all tarantula genera had colors typically produced by pigments (yellow, orange, red, brown, and black). A total of 40 of 53 genera also had blue coloration, including all seven subfamilies (fig. S2, blue). Only 12 genera showed green coloration, and almost half of them (5 of 12) were in the subfamilies of Aviculariinae and Stromatopelminae. Blue is thus a common color in tarantulas, whereas green is conspicuously rarer. To reconstruct color evolution, we used a conservative approach by assuming that blue was the ancestral color for any genus containing at least one blue species (it is often likely a derived trait within a few species in many of these genera). On the basis of this assumption, blue evolved at least eight times in tarantulas (Fig. 1), although the actual number of origins is likely greater.

Blue hairs result from diverse structures in different species

We used both scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to investigate the mechanistic basis of the...
blue color in specialized hairs. At least three different morphologies were found under SEM: (i) smooth, rod-shaped hairs (Fig. 2, A and H); (ii) symmetric hairs with an array of rodlike, tubular foldings projecting longitudinally on their periphery (Fig. 2, D and G); and (iii) asymmetric hairs with longitudinal, bladelike protrusions on one or more sides (Fig. 2, B, C, and E) or irregularly flattened hairs (Fig. 2F). Nanostructures were present immediately beneath the cortex of the hairs for all species except *G. rosea* (Fig. 3, column I) and were either (i) quasi-ordered spongy structures (Fig. 3, A to C) or (ii) more organized multilayered structures (Fig. 3, D to G). Multilayers within asymmetric, plate-like protrusions of the blue hairs on the chelicerae of *E. cyanognathus* had been reported previously by Foelix et al. (18). The nanostructures were composed of two alternating materials with high and low electron densities in TEM micrographs (Figs. 2 and 3). According to previous reports, the high-electron density material is a chitin-protein composite and the low-density material is air (17, 18). We verified this by a refractive index ($n_r$) matching test, in which color disappeared when hairs were submerged in quinoline liquid ($n_r = 1.63$) (fig. S3). This also suggests that the $n_r$ for the chitin-protein composite material in tarantulas is about 1.63 and is thus consistent with published estimates (17).

### Highly conserved blue spectrum is observed across species

Reflectance spectra of single blue hairs from different tarantulas were measured by microspectrophotometry (Fig. 2). The reflectance peaks of those blue hairs were closely distributed around 450 nm (Fig. 4A). For comparison, we compiled data on blue colors of *Polyommatus* butterflies (19) and found that they are distributed across a much broader range of blues (Fig. 4B). We then compiled data to include all species of blue Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths) and Aves (birds) with hue (measured as wavelength of peak reflectance) available in the

---

**Fig. 1.** Ancestral character analysis for blue coloration. Blue color evolved at least eight times (▲) and was lost at least five times (▲) during evolution of Theraphosidae. The basal origin of blue is likely an artifact to the highly conservative assignment of blue as the ancestral state for any genus containing a blue species. (A to I) Photos representing the appearance of nine blue tarantula species are shown above the phylogeny. Photos courtesy of T. Patterson.
We focused on hue because its value is usually consistent across different instruments, radiometric light sources, and spectral alignment and calibration techniques (table S1). The peak distribution for Theraphosidae [mean ± SD, 450 ± 21 nm; coefficient of variation (c.v.), 4.65%] was narrower than that for clades with visually conspicuous mating rituals—Lepidoptera (mean ± SD, 454 ± 41 nm; c.v., 8.94%) and Aves (mean ± SD, 434 ± 27 nm; c.v., 6.13%) (Fig. 5A and table S1). The absolute distance of each species’ peak reflectance from the average was significantly different when comparing Theraphosidae to Lepidoptera ($P = 0.039$) but not to Aves ($P = 0.264$) under Mann-Whitney $U$ tests (Fig. 5B). However, when the single statistical outlier in Theraphosidae is removed, the difference of peak distribution between Theraphosidae and Aves becomes more evident, but remains not statistically significant ($P = 0.084$), potentially because of the small sample size.

Theoretical modeling verified the structural basis of blue colors observed under a microspectrophotometer [light microscopy (LM)]. Color, morphology, and nanostructure of blue hairs. Colors observed under a microspectrophotometer [light microscopy (LM)]. Center black square (spectra-measured area), 4 × 4 μm. (A to H) Three types of hair morphology were observed under SEM: (i) smooth cylindrical hairs (A and H), (ii) irregular/bladelike protruding hairs (B, C, E, and F), and (iii) symmetric lobe-like protruding hairs (D and G). Two types of nanostructures were observed under TEM: (i) multilayer structure (D to G) and (ii) quasi-ordered structure (A to C). High-reflectance ridges are observed in (D). The center portion of the hair in (H) is blue, but not on the periphery. This is probably caused solely by the optical effect of a hollow, semitransparent fiber (that is, the hair). No conspicuous nanostructure was observed in (H). Scale bar, 2 μm. (A) Euathlus pulcherrimaklaasi. (B) Tapinauchenius violaceus. (C) Chromatopelma cyaneopubescens. (D) Lampropelma violaceopes. (E) Ephebopus cyanognathus (TEM photo courtesy of R. F. Foelix). (F) Avicularia laeta. (G) Poecilotheria metallica. (H) Grammostola rosea.

Theoretical modeling verified the structural basis of blue colors produced by interference are mostly highly iridescent (3). However, blue colors observed in tarantulas were conspicuously angle-independent (fig. S4) to nonassisted human vision, even for blues from L. violaceopes and P. metallica where the colors were produced by multilayer interference. With that said, those hairs still show minor iridescence when observed under a microscope, similar to fig. S3A. This suggests that those hairs are indeed iridescent microscopically. However, the iridescent effect of those hairs is beyond the spatial resolution of normal human vision and hence is not detected.

Using both coherent scattering and multilayer interference models, we verified that quasi-ordered and multilayer structures are indeed the structural basis for the production of blue coloration in tarantulas.
Table 1. This is with the exception of *G. rosea*, whose color appears to be produced by a combination of optical effects between thin, hollow, semitransparent hairs and pigments.

**DISCUSSION**

Blue color evolved independently at least eight times in tarantulas. Remarkably, these colors converge within a narrow band of blue despite being produced by at least three different mechanisms: (i) multilayer lamina structures, (ii) quasi-ordered spongy structures, and (iii) no conspicuous nanostructure at a suitable scale for structural color production. The poor vision of tarantulas makes it unlikely that these colors serve as an intraspecific mating signal, and thus, our data illustrate how colors evolve in the absence of sexual selection.

Throughout living organisms, blues are almost always produced by structural mechanisms, ranging from quasi-ordered structures to 1D, 2D, and 3D photonic crystals (23, 24). Blue coloration in birds and insects is often produced by quasi-ordered or multilayered structures (that is, 1D photonic crystal), and we found that these two structural mechanisms also produce blue in tarantulas.

All of the structural mechanisms above are capable of producing a broad range of colors simply by altering their periodic spatial distances, without the need to change the overall structures or underlying materials (25), making these colors easy to diversify once the nanostructures evolve. As a result, structural colors can achieve a greater range of colors relative to pigimentary colors (26). Moreover, structural colors have features that are often preferred in mating displays, such as increased brightness and high directional dependence (that is, iridescence) (27). Hence, novel structural color innovation can correlate with increased rates of speciation (28). However, blue colors in tarantulas show very little iridescence compared to sexually selected systems in birds and insects (fig. S4). This decreased iridescence may be caused by the complex morphology of the specialized blue hairs (Fig. 2), which attenuates the iridescence produced by the multilayer structure underneath the cortex of the hairs. In addition, the blue color in tarantulas is highly conserved, peaking within a narrow 20-nm band around 450 nm. These patterns are unlikely to be driven by sexual selection.

The monochromatic photoreceptors in tarantula eyes are most sensitive to light around 500 nm (16). This lack of overlap between wavelengths and photosensitivity, as well as the poor visual acuity of tarantulas and lack of noticeable visual courtship, argues that the blue coloration in tarantulas is not an intraspecific sexual signal but is instead the result of natural selection for some (to-be-identified) functions. Several lines of evidence reinforce that these blue colors are not sexual signals: (i) Tarantula eyes are simple ocelli located on the top of the carapace like other “nonvisual” spiders (14) and contrast with the much larger specialized image-forming eyes that lie on the front of the carapace in highly visual spiders, such as Salticidae (jumping spiders), Lycosidae (wolf spiders), Thomisidae (crab spiders), Sparassidae (huntsman spiders), and Deinopidae (gladiator spiders) (29). (ii) On the basis of electrophysiology and behavioral evidence, only jumping spiders (30, 31) and crab spiders (32, 33) are reported to have color vision, and only Salticidae widely use colors in courtship display [for example, the peacock...
spiders (Maratus spp.) (34). Although visual display is important for wolf spiders in courtship (35, 36), it is likely that achromatic contrast, not hue, is involved in the visual display of lysosids because they lack conspicuous chromatic colors. Salticids are sexually dimorphic and the adult males typically have bright colors in body regions that are visible during courtship, such as the chelicerae, pedipalp, and front legs. In contrast, blue tarantulas often present colors as early, immature instars (37). Some even lose their blue coloration when molting to adulthood (for example, A. laeta). In addition, blue colors in tarantulas do not occur in regions that are easily seen when they engage in mating postures (that is, raising the front legs and prosoma), such as the underside of the front legs and cephalothorax. (iii) The courtship and mating behaviors of tarantulas lack conspicuous visual signals, regardless of color, and instead heavily depend on vibratory and chemical cues (38). Thus, the preponderance of evidence supports the hypothesis that tarantulas have poor vision and thus that sexual selection does not explain the evolution of their colors.

The conservation of blue color in tarantulas is even more remarkable when considering how rapidly structural colors can evolve. Although the tarantula (family: Theraphosidae), butterfly and moth (order: Lepidoptera), and bird (class: Aves) clades all emerged around the same geologic time (circa 100 Ma) (13, 39, 40), blue colors are distributed more broadly across the short-wavelength spectrum in Lepidoptera relative to Theraphosidae (Fig. 5). In particular, blue Polyommatus butterflies diversified less than 4 Ma (41), but their blue reflectance peaks are spread across the spectrum from the 400- to 500-nm range (Fig. 4B). In addition, an artificial selection experiment successfully shifted the reflectance peaks of butterflies 40 to 50 nm toward red after only six generations of selection in less than 1 year (42). The silver color produced by guanine crystals evolved independently from white at least eight times in Araneomorphae (43). Whether these shifts were driven by natural and/or sexual selection should be investigated in the future.

Despite underlying morphological diversity, conserved reflectance in a specific narrow band of wavelengths suggests a signaling function, but the receiver of that signal for tarantulas remains unclear. The natural
habitat for most blue tarantula species is the understorey of tropical forests (Table 1). There, the ambient spectral composition of light is relatively consistent between day and night and is dominated by yellow-green with peak intensity at ~560 nm (44, 45). Many nocturnal animals have long wave–sensitive cone cell photoreceptors that match yellow-green wavelengths, thereby acting synergistically with the rod cells and enhancing their night vision (45). Thus, green colors may be rare in tarantulas simply because such colors would make them brighter and more conspicuous in the night to other species, including potential predators. Narrowband blue reflectance may therefore represent a compromise between being chromatically conspicuous to an unknown receiver (but not too bright) and becoming more difficult to be visually detected. Future work is needed to identify potential visual receiver species (for example, competitors and/or predators).

Structural color evolved differently in tarantulas under natural selection relative to lineages using colors in conspicuous mating displays evolving under sexual selection. In birds and insects, closely related species produce a variety of different colors through relatively rapid evolutionary changes in the periodic spatial distances of single types of nanostructure (25, 42). In tarantulas, similar colors are instead produced using different types of structural mechanisms, and those colors (especially blue) are conserved through long periods of evolutionary history and even across repeated origins of structural coloration. Tarantulas are thus a good model system to study structural color evolution under natural selection, bringing new perspectives and insights on our understanding of structural color evolution and possibly revealing new structural mechanisms or photonic nanostructure designs. For instance, the high angular independency found in the blue hairs of tarantulas (fig. S4) may inspire solutions to eliminate undesirable iridescent effects of structural color—a key factor limiting the use of structural colors in many human applications.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

#### Phylogeny and color survey

Phylogenetic relationships among 53 tarantula genera were resolved by constructing a supertree from previously published phylogenetic trees (37, 46–50). We performed a color survey by using digital images of tarantula species belonging to those 53 genera using Flickr and Google Image Search. Many images are available online because tarantulas are popular pets. However, surveyed images were taken from only two Web sites from experienced official sellers of tarantulas where taxonomic identification was assumed to be more accurate than that of general hobbyists. All species shown on their Web sites were considered in this study. Colors from distinct color patches in the images were sampled using the computer color picker (for example, the Mac OS X built-in Digital Color Meter). Because the precise hue of any photo is determined in part by color balance settings of the camera and computer monitor, we binned colors into two broad categories: potential pigmentary colors (yellow, orange, red, brown, and black) and potential structural colors (blue, purple, magenta, green, and white) (fig. S2). We then mapped these data onto a phylogeny using genera as the operational taxonomic units, because of the unavailability of species-level phylogenetic relationships. Thus, a genus was considered “blue” even if only one species had the blue color. Color evolution was then reconstructed using Mesquite (Analysis Tree → Trace Character Over Trees → Reconstruct Ancestral States → Stored Characters → Parsimony Ancestral States, http://mesquiteproject.org/) (Fig. 1).

#### Blue tarantulas

Tarantula specimens were purchased from private sellers. Eight species of tarantulas with blue color were arbitrarily selected on the basis of their photo descriptions and the availability on the trade market (fig. S2, boxes). Adult female L. violaceopes, G. rosea, and subadult E. pulcherimaklaasi were purchased from http://tarantulaspiders.com. T. violaceus,
A. laeta, and E. cyanognathus spiderlings/subadults were purchased from Swift’s Invertebrates. Subadult C. cyaneopubescens exuviae were purchased from Wild Things Inc. P. metallica exuvia was courteously made available by C. Desai (University of North Georgia, Dahlonega, GA) when on sabbatical in the Deheyn laboratory (University of California, San Diego–Scripps Institution of Oceanography).

**Reflectance microspectrophotometry**

Normally incident, specular reflectance spectra were measured across areas (4 × 4 μm) of the hairs using a 20/30 PV UV-Visible-NIR microspectrophotometer (CRAIC Technologies Inc.) (Fig. 2). Spectrum data across the human visible spectrum (350 to 750 nm) were collected using a 50× glass (ultraviolet-absorbent) objective lens. At least 15 measurements, each from a different hair of the same individual of each species, were collected. All spectra were then smoothed, aggregated, normalized, averaged, and analyzed using the R package "pavo" (51) using the following functions: getspec(pavo); prospec(respecdata, opt = c("smooth", "maximum", "minimum"), fixneg = c("zero")); aggplot[pavo] (http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/pavo/index.html).

**Electron microscopy**

**SEM analysis of tarantula hair morphology.** Hairs (along with a small fragment of attached cuticle) were attached to SEM stubs using carbon tape, assisted with conductive silver paste when needed. Samples were sputter-coated with gold-palladium for 3 min under 20 mA and 1.4 kV and observed under SEM (JEOL 7401, Japan Electron Optics Laboratory Co. Ltd.) with 8-mm operating distance and 5-kV accelerating voltage.

**TEM analysis of nanostructures within tarantula hair.** Tarantula hairs and cuticle fragments were immersed in 0.25 M NaOH and 0.1% (v/v) Tween 20 solution for 30 min on a benchtop shaker. Samples were then transferred to formic acid/ethanol (2:3 v/v) solution and shaken for 2.5 hours. After that, the samples were washed with 100% ethanol and shaken for 20 min. Ethanol was replaced with fresh 100% ethanol and shaken for another 20 min. After two washes, the ethanol was replaced with fresh 100% ethanol for the last time, and the samples sat for another 24 hours to ensure complete dehydration. Epon resin infiltration was carried out in increasing Epon resin concentrations in acetone (15, 50, 70, and 100%). In each step, Epon resin was allowed to infiltrate for 24 hours. Samples were then placed in block molds and allowed to polymerize at 60°C for 16 hours. Epon resin consisted of 40% EMbed-812 (EMS #11420), 44% (soft)/32% (medium)/18% (hard) dodecenylsuccinic anhydride hardener (45346 FLUKA), 10% (soft)/16% (medium)/24% (hard) nadic methyl anhydride curing agent (00886-450, Polysciences Inc.), and ~2% promoter DMP-30 [2,4,6-tris(dimethylaminomethyl)phenol, SPI #02823-DA] or benzyl dimethylamine (AGR1062). The resulting polymerized blocks were trimmed using a Leica EM TRIM2 and cut into 80-nm sections using a diamond knife on an ultramicrotome (Leica EM UC6). Sections were mounted onto 100-mesh copper grids (EMS FC100-Cu) and allowed to dry. Additional contrast-enhancer staining with uranyl acetate/lead citrate was performed as needed (see Uranyl Acetate/Lead Citrate Staining). The thickness of the observed chitin composite and air layers (Table 1) was measured from digital TEM micrographs using ImageJ.

**Uranyl acetate/lead citrate staining**

Grids were placed into the staining dish (PELCO 22510 Grid Staining Matrix System, Ted Pella Inc.). Then, the dish was dipped into the plastic holder containing 2% methanolic uranyl acetate (that is, 2% uranyl acetate dissolved in methanol) for 4 min and rinsed three times each with methanol solution in decreasing concentrations (70, 50, and 30%). The dish was rinsed three more times with distilled water before it was dipped into Reynolds lead citrate solution (0.1% w/v lead citrate, 0.1 N NaOH, in distilled carbonate-free water) for 2 min. Then, the dish was rinsed five times with distilled water and sat on Kimwipes, and the grids were air-dried. Sections were then observed under TEM (JSM-1230, Japan Electron Optics Laboratory Co. Ltd.) at 120 kV.

**Theoretical calculation**

**Coherent scattering model.** We analyzed cross-sectional TEM micrographs in eight tarantula species, including E. cyanognathus [photo courtesy of R. F. Foldi (18)], using the Fourier Analysis Tool for Biological Nano-optics (20). This MATLAB-based program uses Fourier analysis to determine whether nanostructures are sufficiently organized at an appropriate scale to produce color by coherent light scattering. Quasi-ordered structures have a short-range (and not a long-range) order. FFT patterns (patterns that are shown in Fig. 3, column II) from anisotropic structures will vary depending on the directionality of the periodicity (Fig. 3, A to G, column II) and will be diffused if aperiodic (Fig. 3H, column II). Subsequent radial analyses incorporating the estimated n_t of the chitin composite of tarantula (n_t = 1.63) and air (n_t = 1.00) allow the user to obtain predicted reflectance spectra. Reflective indices used in the calculation are based on our index matching result (fig. S3). For all analyses, representative structural areas in TEM micrographs (Fig. 3, column I) were selected.

**Multilayer model.** We used a standard multilayer modeling in the R programming environment (52) to simulate the theoretical reflectance spectra for L. violaceopes, E. cyanognathus, A. laeta, and P. metallica, the four specimens that were observed to have conspicuous multilayer structures. The real n_t and extinction coefficient (k) of air (n_t = 1.00, k = 0.00) and the chitin composite (n_t = 1.63, k = 0.06) were used for the arithmetic calculation in the model based on published estimates (53) and the refractive index test (fig. S3). Three to four repeating units (a layer of chitin and a layer of air) on average were observed in micrographs of all four specimens excluding the cortex layer. Using three layers of the chitin composite and air each (three periodic repeats, six layers total) provided the best fit between theoretical and measured spectra.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/1/10/e1500709/DC1
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